
Tollco Water Leakage Switch 
WaterFuse Cabbin

• Easy shutdown when you 
leave the cabbin.

• Detects, shuts off and warns 
in case of leakage.

Prevents  
water  

damage in 
the cabbin.

THREE MAIN FEATURES:

•  Shuts off the water when the power comes back on after a power failure.

• Shuts off the water when there is a risk of freezing.

• Detects, shuts off and warns in case of leakage.

IT WORKS VERY SMOOTHLY

Press the remote unit on the front door when leaving the cabbin to turn off the 
water. You can select delayed shutdown if, for example, the dishwasher is running. 
When you return, press ON and the water will turn on again. Place detectors under 
dishwashers and washing machines and other risk areas. If there is the slightest 
leak, a signal is sent to the central unit and the water is turned off immediately. The 
detectors also contain a temperature sensor that shuts off the water if there is a 
risk of freezing damage.

SECURE BENEFITS

This water leakage switch minimises the risk of water damage to your cabbin. The 
system detects the slightest water leak, shuts off the main water line and emits an 
alarm. It creates security both when you are in the cabbin and when you are not 
there.

RECOMMENDED BY INSURANCE COMPANIES

Water damage entails high costs for insurance companies. Therefore, many sup-
port the installation of our water switches/water circuit breakers. Check with your 
insurance company about what requirements they have and how you can get a 
lower premium.
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SCAN CODE FOR MORE INFO 
ABOUT THE PRODUCT.

Product RSK Item no.
WaterFuse Cabbin Complete* 561 98 65 VFB193-DN20
WaterFuse Cabbin 561 98 53 VFB190-DN20
WaterFuse Cabbin + Remote 561 98 57 VFB191-DN20
WaterFuse Cabbin + Water Detector 561 98 61 VFB192-DN20

Extra wireless devices  RSK Item no.
Remote unit 561 98 96  2220022 
Water detector 561 98 97  2220042

Extra wired devices RSK Item no.
Water detector                           521 65 80 22200131

* Complete contains both water 
detector and remote.

Accepterad
monteringsanvisning
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Made in Sweden. Recommended by insurance companies.
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